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Abstrat
In this paper we present a generalization of the GorayhevChap-
lygin integrable ase on a bundle of Poisson brakets, and on Sokolov
terms in his new integrable ase of Kirhhoff equations. We also
present a new analogous integrable ase for the quaternion form of
rigid body dynamis' equations. This form of equations is reently
developed and we an use it for the desription of rigid body motions
in speifi fore fields, and for the study of different problems of quan-
tum mehanis. In addition we present new invariant relations in the
onsidered problems.
1
GENERALIZATION OF THE
GORAYCHEVCHAPLYGIN CASE
A.V.BORISOV, I. S.MAMAEV
In this paper we present a generalization of the GorayhevChaplygin
integrable ase on a bundle of Poisson brakets inluding (o)algebras so(4)
and so(3, 1), and on the quaternion form of EulerPoisson equations. Note
that the generalization on the bundle is onneted with the introdution of
variables on the bundle analogous to AndoyerDeprit variables. These vari-
ables are separating for all members of the bundle. We also obtain the L− A-
pair of the generalized GorayhevChaplygin ase of quaternion equations.
In a partiular ase this pair is redued to the L−A-pair of the lassial
GorayhevChaplygin ase.
Let us onsider a generalization of the lassial GorayhevChaplygin ase
of EulerPoisson equations
M˙ =M × ∂H
∂M
+ γ × ∂H
∂γ
, γ˙ = γ × ∂H
∂M
for the zero value of the area integral (M ,γ) = 0. We add a gyrostati
moment and singular term to the Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
(M21 +M
2
2 + 4M
2
3 ) + λM3 + µγ1 +
1
2
a
γ23
, (1)
where λ, µ, a = const. The additional integral is of order three with respet
to the moments
F =
(
M3 +
λ
2
)(
M21 +M
2
2 +
a
γ23
)
− µM1γ3.
D.N.Gorayhev himself in the paper [7℄ showed the generalization (1) on
zero value surfae of gyrostati moment λ = 0 (for λ 6= 0, a = 0 it was
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shown by L.N. Sretensky [9℄). The omplete form of generalization (1) was
onsidered by I.V.Komarov and V.B.Kuznetsov [8℄,. They also presented
some quantum mehanial interpretation of the singular term.
The Poisson braket of variablesM ,γ is defined by algebra e(3) and has
the following form
{Mi,Mj} = −εijkMk, {Mi, γj} = −εijkγk, {γi, γj} = 0. (2)
Let us present the generalization of the GorayhevChaplygin ase on the
bundle of brakets of the form
{Mi,Mj} = −εijkMk, {Mi, γj} = −εijkγk, {γi, γj} = −xεijkMk. (3)
At x = 1 these ommutation relations orrespond to the algebra so(4).
We an present the Casimir funtions of braket (3) in the form
F2 = γ
2 + xM 2, F1 = (M ,γ). (4)
Now let us onstrut the variables on braket (3) analogous to the Andoyer
Deprit variables [1℄.
Suppose the omponent M3 is equal to the momentum
L =M3. (5)
The variable l anonially onjugate to the variable L ({l, L} = 1) on sub-
algebra so(3) with the generators M1,M2,M3 is onstruted by integration
of the Hamiltonian flow with Hamiltonian funtion H = L
dM1
dl
= {M1, L} =M2, dM2
dl
= {M2, L} = −M1,
dM3
dl
= {M3, L} = 0.
(6)
Hene using the ommutation relation {M2, M2} = −M3 we obtain
M1 =
√
G2 − L2 sin l, M2 =
√
G2 − L2 cos l, (7)
where G2 =M21 +M
2
2 +M
2
3 is the Casimir funtion of subalgebra so(3).
Suppose G is the seond momentum and onstrut the anonially on-
jugate variable g. We hose H = G as a new Hamiltonian, and the orre-
sponding flow on the whole bundle Lx has the form
dM
dg
= 0,
dγ
dg
=
1
G
γ ×M , (8)
3
where g is the variable anonially onjugate to G.
Aording to (8), M does not depend on g, and using equations (8) and
Casimir funtions (4) we obtain for γ the equations
γ =
H
G2
M +
α
G
(M × e3 sin g +GM × (M × e3) cos g),
α2 =
c2 − xG2 − H2G2
G2 − L2 , e3 = (0, 0, 1),
(9)
where c2 = xM
2 + γ2, and H is the traditional notation of the area inte-
gral H = (M ,γ) = c1.
Thus (5), (7), (9) define the sympleti variables on the whole bundle Lx
orresponding at x = 0, c = 1 to the well-known AndoyerDeprit variables
in rigid body dynamis.
Using (5), (9) we obtain the generalization of the partiular Gorayhev
Chaplygin integrable ase on the bundle Lx. We hose the Hamiltonian in
the form
H = 1
2
(G2 + 3L2) + λL+ a(cos l cos g +
L
G
sin l sin g), (10)
where a, λ are onstants.
In (10) we add the linear with respet to L term. It is interpreted on
algebra e(3) as the omponent of the gyrostati moment [9℄.
We an separate variables in system (10). Indeed, let us apply the anon-
ial hange of variables
L = p1 + p2, G = p1 − p2, q1 = l + g, q2 = l − g. (11)
Now Hamiltonian (10) an be presented in the form
H = 1
2
p31 − p32
p1 − p2 − λ
p21 − p22
p1 − p2 +
a
p1 − p2 (p1 sin q1 + p2 sin q2). (12)
Using (5), (7), (9) we present Hamiltonian (10) as a funtion of variablesM , γ
on the zero surfae of area integral (M , γ) = H = 0
H = 1
2
(M21 +M
2
2 + 4M
2
3 ) + λM3 + µ
γ1
|γ| . (13)
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The additional integral in this ase has the form
F =
(
M3 +
λ
2
)
(M21 +M
2
2 )− µM1
γ3
|γ| . (14)
On algebra e(3) we have |γ| = 1 and obtain the lassial Gorayhev
Chaplygin integrable ase. In the lassial ase this method of variables'
separation was suggested by V.B.Kozlov [2℄.
Singular term (1) is generalized on the bundle in the following way:
H =
1
2
(M21 +M
2
2 + 4M
2
3 ) + λM3 + µ
γ1
|γ| +
1
2
aγ2
γ23
,
F =
(
M3 +
λ
2
)(
M21 +M
2
2 + a
γ2
γ23
)
− µM1γ3,
although variables' hange (11) in this ase doesn't produe the separation
of variables (at least we don't know suh separation).
Reently Sokolov and Tsyganov present a new generalization of partiu-
lar integrable ase (1) on braket (2) with the Hamiltonian ontaining the
quadrati ross terms with respet toM ,γ.
The most general form of the integrable family in this ase is presented
as the following Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
(
M21 +M
2
2 + 4M
2
3 +
ε
γ23
)
+ λM3 + µ1γ1 + µ2γ2 +
+a1(2M3γ1 −M1γ3) + a2(2M3γ2 −M2γ3).
(15)
The additional integral is
F =
(
M3 + a1γ1 + a2γ2 +
λ
2
)(
M21 +M
2
2 +
ε
γ23
)
− (µ1M1 + µ2M2)γ3. (16)
At ε = 0 we an separate variables in Hamiltonian (15) using the linear
ombination of AndoyerDeprit variables analogous to (11). Indeed, we an
show that
H =
1
p1 − p2
(
f(p1, q1)− g(p2, q2)
)
,
f = 2a1p
3
1 + 2
(λ
2
+ a1 sin q1 + a2 cos q2
)
p21 + (µ1 sin q1 + µ2 cos q1)p1,
g = 2a1p
3
2 + 2
(λ
2
− a1 sin q2 − a2 cos q2
)
p22 − (µ1 sin q2 + µ2 cos q2)p2.
(17)
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As we note above, we don't know suh separation at ε 6= 0.
If the gravity field is absent (µ1 = µ2 = 0), then the integral is presented
as a produt of fators F = k1k2, where
k1 = a0M3 + a1γ1 + a2γ2 +
λ
2
, k2 =M
2
1 +M
2
2 +
ε
γ23
. (18)
We an easily show that the equations of motion for k1, k2 have the form
k˙1 = 2(a1γ2 − a2γ1)k1, k˙2
∣∣∣
(M,γ)=0
= −2(a1γ2 − a2γ1)k2.
Thus the equations k1 = 0 and k2 = 0 define the invariant relations of
system (15) at µ1 = µ2 = 0 (and k2 = 0 is the partiular invariant relation
on zero level of (M ,γ) = 0, and k1 = 0 is general invariant relation). It seems
that, invariant relations (18) and the additional integral in the form F = k1k2
where introdued by authors.
Using the observation from the first setion we an generalize integrable
ase (15) and invariant relations on bundle of brakets (3). We shall make
the following substitution in Hamiltonian (15), integral (16), and invariant
relations (18)
γi → γi|γ| , |γ| =
√
γ21 + γ
2
2 + γ
2
3 .
In this ase at ε = 0 we an also separate variables using the analog of
AndoyerDeprit variables and substitution (11).
We should note that unlike the generalization of Kovalevskaya ase [1℄,
where the Hamiltonian and integral expliitly depend on the parameter of
bundle x, in the generalization of GorayhevChaplygin ase the integrals
don't depend on the parameter of bundle.
Let us onsider another possibly not so natural ase of motion equations of
rigid body with a potential linear with respet to RodrigHamilton parame-
ters and not with respet to diretion osines [1℄
H =
1
2
(AM ,M) +
3∑
i=0
riλi, ri = const, (19)
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The equations of motion in this ase are
M˙ =M × ∂H
∂M
+
1
2
λ× ∂H
∂λ
+
1
2
∂H
∂λ0
λ− 1
2
λ0
∂H
∂λ
,
λ˙0 = −1
2
(
λ,
∂H
∂M
)
, λ˙ =
1
2
λ× ∂H
∂M
+
1
2
λ0
∂H
∂M
,
(20)
where λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3).
These equations are Hamiltonian one with the Poisson braket
{Mi,Mj} = −εijkMk, {Mi, λ0} = 1
2
λi,
{Mi, λi} = −1
2
(εijkλk + δijλ0), i, j, k = 1, 2, 3,
(21)
orresponding to the Lie algebra so(3)⊗s R4. The relations between quater-
nions and Euler angles have the form
λ0 = cos
θ
2
cos
ψ + ϕ
2
, λ1 = sin
θ
2
cos
ψ − ϕ
2
,
λ2 = sin
θ
2
sin
ψ − ϕ
2
, λ3 = cos
θ
2
sin
ψ + ϕ
2
.
In the lassial mehanis suh potential aren't presented beause its depen-
dane on the body position is nonunique (more exatly it is double-valued
funtion). To justify the study of suh equations we an refer to the problems
of quantum mehanis and point masses dynamis in urved spae S3, and on
some formal tehnis of L−A-pair onstrution [1, 5℄. It turns out that after
the redution of order of system (19) we obtain the general EulerPoisson
equations with additional terms having different physial interpretations [1℄.
As an interesting feature of system (19) we note that using linear with
respet to λi transformations we an redue the general form of the potential
V =
3∑
i=0
riλi (22)
to the form
V = r0λ0. (23)
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Indeed, the linear transformations of quaternion spae λi (preserving om-
mutation relations and quaternion norm) of the form
λ˜0 = R
−1(r0λ0 + r1λ1 + r2λ2 + r3λ3),
λ˜1 = R
−1(r0λ1 − r1λ0 − r2λ3 + r3λ2),
λ˜2 = R
−1(r0λ2 + r1λ3 − r2λ0 − r3λ1),
λ˜3 = R
−1(r0λ3 − r1λ2 + r2λ1 − r3λ0),
R2 = r20 + r
2
1 + r
2
2 + r
2
3
(24)
redue potential (22) to form (23). The existene of suh linear transforma-
tion is the remarkable property of quaternion variables and braket (21), the
analogous transformation does not exists for the brakets of algebras e(3)
and so(4).
In general dynamially unsymmetrial ase a1 6= a2 6= a3 6= a1 system (19)
seems to be nonintegrable and none of two neessary additional integrals
exists. However, this was not proved, and the proof by various reasons is
not simple. Note that even the appliation of the Kovalevskaya method for
system (19) is not quite analogous to the lassial EulerPoisson problem.
Generally speaking even in the EulerPoinsot ase the solution branhes on
the omplex plane of time (with the exponent 1/2).
At a1 = a2 the linear integral always exists
F1 =M3(r
2
0 + r
2
1 + r
2
2 + r
2
3) +N3(r
2
1 + r
2
2 − r20 − r23) +
+ 2N2(r1r0 − r3r2)− 2N1(r1r2 − r0r3),
(25)
where Ni are projetions of kineti moment on the fixed axes. For poten-
tial (23) this integral has the natural form
F1 =M3 −N3. (26)
It turns out that (linear) integral (26) orresponds to the yli variable ϕ+
ψ [1℄. Rauss redution with respet to this yli variable results in Hamil-
tonian system on algebra e(3) on zero surfae of area integral (M ,γ) = 0
with the Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
(M21 +M
2
2 + a3M
2
3 ) + c(a3 − 1)M3 + r0γ2 +
1
2
c2
γ23
, (27)
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where c is a onstant value of integral (26). Hamiltonian (27) orresponds to
the addition of a gyrostati term linear with respet toM and singular term
into the general EulerPoisson equations. The physial meaning of singular
term is disussed in [1℄.
Integrable ases of system (19) (equivalent to integrable ases of sys-
tem (27)) are presented in [1℄. Here we just present the generalization of
Gorayhev

Chaplygin ase.
Hamiltonian and additional integral are
H =
1
2
(M21 +M
2
2 + 4M
2
3 ) + r0λ0,
F2 =M3(M
2
1 +M
2
2 ) + r0(M2λ1 −M1λ2).
(28)
Integral F2 ommute with integral F1. Under the redution to system (27)
this ase beomes a member of generalized family (1).
Remark 1. Adding a onstant gyrostati moment along the axis of dynam-
ial symmetry in (28) we obtain an integrable ase orresponding to the
generalized Sretensky ase in EulerPoisson equations. Additional integrals
an be easily obtained with the help of the lifting proedure desribed in [1℄.
Note that the indiated "GorayhevChaplygin ase" for the quaternion
EulerPoisson equations is the general integrable ase! Thus we an use
it for some algebrai onstrutions (L − A-pair onstrutions and all that)
desribed below.
Lax representation of systems on algebra su(2, 1). We start from
some formal method of L-A pair onstrution based on existene of two
ompatible Poisson brakets for the same system of Hamiltonian equations
on Lie algebra; in this ase the system is alled bihamiltonian. The detailed
exposition of this method and its appliations to various problems of rigid
body dynamis are presented in [5, 4℄.
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Let's onsider spae L of omplex matrixes 3× 3 with the basis
M1 =

 0
1
2
i
1
2
i 0
0
0 0

 , M2 =

 0
1
2
−1
2
0
0
0 0

 ,
M3 =

−
1
2
i 0
0 1
2
i
0
0 0

 , M4 =

−
1
6
i 0
0 −1
6
i
0
0 1
3
i

 ,
P1 =

 0
1
2
0
−1
2
x 0 0

 , P2 =

 0 −
1
2
i
0
−1
2
xi 0 0

 ,
P3 =

 0 01
2
1
2
xi 0 0

 , P4 =

 0 0−1
2
i
0 1
2
xi 0

 .
(29)
With respet to the standard matrix ommutator [· ·] suh matries gen-
erate a semi-simple algebra with Cartan deomposition L = H + V , where
subalgebra H = su(2)⊕ su(1) is generated by matries Mi, and V = C2 is
generated by matries Pi. Here x is a parameter determining some bundle
of algebras linearly dependent on x. For x > 0 these algebras are isomorphi
to algebra su(3), for x < 0 they are isomorphi to algebra su(2, 1), at x = 0
they are isomorphi to the semidiret sum (so(2)⊕ su(1))⊕s C2.
Using the semi-simpliity we an identify algebra with oalgebra by means
of the inner produt (Killing form)
g = −Tr(X ·Y), X, Y ∈ L. (30)
Let's denote oordinates in oalgebra as m1, m2, m3, m4, p1, p2, p3, p4,
then after the identifiation we obtain a matrix (an element of algebra):
X =

−i(m3 +m4) im1 +m2
1
x
(p1 − ip2)
im1 −m2 i(m3 −m4) 1x(p3 − ip4)
−p1 − ip2 −p3 − ip4 2im4

 .
The orresponding LiePoisson braket, more preisely, the bundle of
brakets linearly dependent on parameter x has the following form for the
10
oordinate funtions of oalgebra
{mi, mj} = εijkmk, {mi, m4} = 0,
{mi, pj} = 1
2
(εijkpk − δijp4), {mi, p4} = 1
2
pi, i, j, k = 1, 2, 3
{pi, pj} = 1
2
x(εijkmk + 3εij3m4), {pi, p4} = −1
2
x(mi − 3δi3m4).
(31)
In orrespondene with the general method developed in [5, 4℄, we shall
onstrut L matrix, and its invariants define a ommutative set for the whole
family of brakets { }θ+λ({ }λ+{ }a), where a ∈ V is a shift of the argument.
The braket {}θ is different from (31); in this braket variables pi are pairwise
ommuting. Let's assume x = 1 restriting ourselves to the problem with a
real dynamial sense. Then we an present L-matrix as:
L = (hλ+ v + aλ2),
where
h =

−i(m3+m4) im1+m2im1−m2 i(m3−m4) 0
0 2im4


v =

 0 p1 − ip2p3 − ip4
−p1−ip2 −p3−ip4 0


a =

 0 a1 − ia2a3 − ia4
−a1−ia2 −a3−ia4 0

 .
(32)
Among invariants of matrix L under arbitrary shift there is a linear on mi
funtion of the form
F1 = m4a
2 + (m, γa), (33)
where a2 =
4∑
i=1
a2i , m = (m1, m2, m3), and the omponents of vetor γa are
the funtions of ai of the form
γa = (2(a1a3 + a2a4), 2(−a2a3 + a1a4), a23 + a24 − a21 − a22).
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Let's suppose a1 = a2 = 0. In this ase integral (33) has the form
F1 = m3 +m4. (34)
The following square-law invariant of matrix L, we will hoose as a Hamil-
tonian
F2 = Tr(h
2 + 2va) = m21 +m
2
2 +m
2
3 + 3m
2
4 + a4p4 + a3p3. (35)
It defines some (formal) integrable Hamiltonian system on the family of
brakets {}θ+λ({}λ+ {}a). We an easily find matrix A for this system [5℄.
The redued system and nonlinear Poisson struture. In order to
proeed from the found formal system to the generalization of Goryahev
Chaplygin ase [7℄, we shall make the redution using linear integral (34)
diretly in obtained L and A matries. In the general ase this redution
is not Poisson redution [5℄. We shall make the following substitution in
matrix L (30) and in Hamiltonian (35)
m4 = −m3 + c, c = const .
We obtain L matrix and Hamiltonian of integrable system on subalgebra m1,
m2, m3, p1, p2, p3, p4 with gyrostat, the gyrostati moment being equal to c:
L =

 −iλc (im1+m2)λ p1−ip2(im1−m2)λ iλ(2m3−c) p3−ip4+(a3+ia4)λ2
−p1−ip2 −p3−ip4−(a3+a4)λ2 −2i(m3−c)λ


(36)
H = m21 +m2 + 4m
2
3 − 6m3c+ 2a4p4 + 2a3p3 (37)
A = dH =

i(4m3 − 3c) −im1 −m2 0−im1 +m2 −i(4m3 − 3c) −a3 + ia4
0 a3 + ia4 0

 .
Let's onsider Poisson struture, defined by a braket {}θ. The orresponding
Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian (37) has another linear integral
F3 = m3 − (m, γ) (38)
γ = (2(p2p4 + p1p3), 2(p2p3 − p1p4), p23 + p24 − p21 − p22)),
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using this integral we an arry out a usual proedure of order redution (suh
as Routh redution or redution on moment). We an arry out the redution
in the simpler way using algebrai form, if we hoose as new variables the
integrals of vetor field v = {·, F3} of the form [5℄
K1 =
M1p1 +M2p2√
p21 + p
2
2
, K2 =
M2p1 −M1p2√
p21 + p
2
2
, K3 =M3,
s1 = p3, s2 = p4, s3 = ±
√
p21 + p
2
2,
(39)
having the nonlinear ommutation. We desribe the transformation (39)
in [6℄
{Ki, Kj} = εijkKk + εij3F4
s23
{Ki, sj} = εijksk, {si, sj} = 0,
(40)
where F3 = (K, s)s3 is a Casimir funtion of struture (40).
At zero value of "the area integral", i. e. for F3 = (K, s)s3 = 0 braket (40)
oinides with a usual Lie

Poisson braket, defined by algebra e(3) = so(3)⊕s R3,
and Hamiltonian (37) in variables (39) oinides with the Hamiltonian of the
lassial GoryahevChaplygin ase [7℄
H∗ =
1
2
H =
1
2
(K21 +K
2
2 + 4K
2
3)− a4s2 − a3s1, a3, a4 = const . (41)
Goryahev ase with a singular term. We an remove the nonlinearity
of struture (40), appearing for F3 6= 0 on the fixed level F3 = c using the
transformation
L =K − c s
s3
.
After the transformation braket (40) gets the form of algebra e(3), and
Hamiltonian H∗ gets the form
H∗ =
1
2
(L21 + L
2
2 + 4L
2
3)− a4s2 − a3s1 + 3cL3 +
1
2
c2
s23
. (42)
Hamiltonian (42) an be interpreted as some generalization of the Goryahev
Chaplygin ase, at (L, s) = 0, with the additional terms, linear on L3 and
orresponding to the gyrostati moment. The integrable generalization with
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the gyrostati moment only was desribed by L.N. Sretensky in [9℄, the gen-
eralization with singular potential only was presented by D.N.Goryahev
himself [7℄, the general ase, when it is possible to add to the Hamilto-
nian both terms with arbitrary independent oeffiients, was desribed in
paper [8℄.
Thus, the presented L-A pair is valid for the generalizations of the
GoryahevChaplygin ase. It is different from the mysterious L-A pair
desribed in paper [3℄ whih is obtained by deletion of a row and olumn
from the relevant pair of the Kovalevskaya ase.
The authors thank A.V.Bolsinov, A.V.Tsyganov, V.V. Sokolov for the
valuable remarks and numerous disussions.
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